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PROFILE versus PROFESSIONALISM
Whilst the Sydney agents vying for
a toehold in Brisbane can be forgiven
for their local ignorance in advertising
property through the seasonally dead
‘J’ months (June and July - January
the other), there can be no such excuse
for their Brisbane real estate agent
counterparts guilty of doing the same.
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Introduction
Welcome to this latest edition of MOVE
As we move further into the traditional
‘sales shoulder’ month of August, it is
pleasing to see emerging already shoots
of what should prove a bumper spring
selling season for quality residential real
estate in the market.
Even more pleasing is the heightened
sense of confidence that is pervading

So why would an agent intentionally get

the market this year compared to last,

sellers to commit large lumps of money

this despite the recent disappointment

to advertising at the very time that they

of the Reserve Bank holding off on

know it will be least effective?

passing on a further rate cut this month,
instead seeking to first get a better

Disappointingly, ‘Self Interest’ is why!.

understanding of the inflationary effect

Rather wrongly it has been instilled in

of the Carbon Tax before again acting.

agents that to be truly successful, they

History shows that whilst uncomfortable

must do whatever it takes to maintain a

at the time, inflation is ultimately very

constant high profile in the media.

positive for residential property values.

Thus when agents hit the perennial quiet

Reflecting back on the ultra-high inflation

‘J’ months, they face a moral dilemma.

Hawke/Keating era; all the new money

Do they risk losing momentum by doing

that was created back then chasing

the right thing by their clients and not

what is essentially a finite resource sent

marketing until the better sales months,

property values skywards. History as we

or do they gild the lilly and convince

know has a habit of repeating itself.

sellers of the merits of doing otherwise.

The solid recovery in the river housing
market is also pleasing. So far this year

course believing that by doing so

average sales prices are up a heady 20%

they will not only maintain profile but

on last year, this with several months of

perhaps even get a head start on other

the calendar year still to run. We are

agents (by being seen to be active when

now confident that this special sector

others aren’t) so that they might secure

of our market will have well and truly

listings to sell over the better months.
Sadly, what may prove good for them, is
usually far less so for their clients.
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Sadly, far too many take the latter

recovered from the 2011 floods by 2014.

